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Customer Journey Mapping Solution Overview
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CX Program

CX Assessment tool CX Program Manager Digital Journey Maps tool Solution ideation Action Planner CRM Application Analytics package

- Feedback collection

- Marketing segmentation

- Sentiment analysis

- Relate Contact-Personas

- Power BI reports



The Challenge: 
Static Journey Maps



Digital Journey Mapping

Static maps vs. Digital maps



❑ CEMantica is a cloud-based Customer Journey mapping solution that 

allows you to create and customize high-end engaging journey maps 

to detect and solve customer pain points and better understand their 

needs and expectations.

❑ Providing the ability to integrate with Voice of the Customer 

platforms, CEMantica’s Customer Journey Mapping tool together 

with power BI analytical dashboards will bring you one step further in 

the implementation of customer experience.

Customer Journey Mapping Tool



Persona Builder

This option allows to create new personas in the system defining demographic as well as 

behavioral characteristics. 

 

This option allows to create new 
personas in the system defining 
demographic as well as behavioral 
characteristics.

Bring your personas to life!



Customer Journey Mapping

3 models of journey maps adapted to any type of business



Stages

Define the different stages of your customer journey



Map your Customer Interactions

For each stage defined, a detailed 
description is allocated explaining the 
doing of the customer in the journey 
process = ACTION

Emphasized with TOUCHPOINTS – where it took 
place & FEELINGS – how he felt about it 
(PROS & CONS)

Typical customer journeys

across channels



Emotion Map

As a visualization of the customer experience interactions, 
the emotion map summarizes the emotion levels of the 
current persona, the average emotion level of all related 
personas to the journey map and the target that was set for 
each stageThe Insights section is managed on the Stage level and its 

objective is to record the conclusions that are drawn from 
the interactions of the different personas associated to the 
customer journey map.

Feelings

Insights



Backstage swim lanes

Map your Customer journey against your internal systems and 

departments



VoC Integration

Integrate Voice of the Customer data with your journey map!



Sentiment Analysis

Artificial intelligence mechanism analyzes the customer 

interactions and produces a sentiment score for each interaction 



Analytics

Analyze your customer experience data



Analytics

Analyze your customer experience data



CX Program Management

Manage the full cycle of a CX Program defining your strategy, brand 

promise, pain points, ideate solutions and build an action plan



Solution ideation

Ideate & rank solutions that will address the pain points detected 

during the journey map process



Action Plan

Define action items to employees in your organization to execute the 

measures that will improve customer experience
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